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ABSTRACT

Concentric magnetic gear(CMG) research mainly focuses on the CMG act as torque
increaser and with stationary pole piece condition. Yet, technically CMG can be designed as
speed increaser gear with the alternative rotating condition. This paper investigates an
initial torque performance of CMG in alternative conditions operating as torque increaser
and speed increaser gear. The conditions are when either the inner pole pair or outer pole
pair is set stationary while the pole piece component act as rotors. The structure and
working principle of the motor are described in detail. The torque performance from finite
element software, JMAG Designer 16.0 simulation, as compared with the conventional
condition and discussed briefly. The result showed that the conventional condition
generates a minor percentage of torque ripple at 1.52%. The highest gear ratio is achieved
when the pole piece serves as the outer rotor. Abnormality was also discovered in the
conventional condition when the gear operates as a speed increaser. This study concludes
that the CMG functions better as a torque increaser instead of a speed increaser gear.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic gear (MG) is still uncommon if compared to mechanical gears, even though it can
offer better features like contactless torque transmission, low maintenance cost, and low
noise [1-6]. The main reason for this situation is that MG usage requires significant system
application changes, for example, in a combustion engine vehicle where chain and sprocket
have to be removed, and chassis has to be modified. However, for high-end application such
as part of an aerospace system, MG was developed and studied extensively. The study of MG
in the aerospace application was driven by NASA strategic plan to produce low cost,
environmentally friendly, small aircraft for emerging markets such as the short-haul
category [7-9]. MG is also planned to be used in down borehole oil and gas pumping
applications. It inherently protects against overloads by a harmlessly slipping mechanism if
an overload torque is applied automatically and safely re-engaged when the faulty torque is
identified and removed [10].

Several magnetic gear designs were proposed in the past fifty years. The general concept
was to replace the teeth and slots of mechanical gears with the North (N)-poles and South
(S)-poles of permanent magnets (PMs). The development of an effective MG was very
challenging, mainly due to the unavailability of finite element software. Figure 1 (a-d) shows
the structure of magnetic gear in the late 19th century. At the end of the 19th century, with
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the discovery of rare–earth Neodymium-Iron-boron (NdFeB) PMs, new hope ignited among
machine designer.

The most important design was in the early 2000s, where [11-13] managed to realize high
torque density MG using flux modulation principle comparable to the mechanical gear
torque density. Figure 2 shows the concentric MG structure that uses the flux modulation
principle to transfer torque from the inner rotor to the outer rotor. The development of an
effective MG was very challenging, mainly due to the unavailability of finite element
software.

(a) External spur (b) Internal spur

(c) Worm magnetic gear ( d) Reluctance magnetic gear

Figure 1. Structure of magnetic gear in early days.
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Figure 2. Structure of CMG.

CMG consists of three main components, namely inner pole pair, pole piece, and outer pole
pair. The inner rotor consists of a surface-mount permanent magnet (PM) and rotor yoke.
The modulating pole piece is soft magnetic material placed between the inner rotor and the
outer rotor. The outer rotor is made similar to the inner rotor but at an external location.
The inner rotor shaft is connected to the prime-mover while the outer rotor is connected to
the output. The modulating pole piece is stationary. This setup has been explored
extensively in many publications [14-18]. However, many studies only focus on the gear
operating as torque increaser when the modulating pole piece (FMP) is in a stationary
condition. In this paper, three-rotor rotation setting conditions of CMG were analyzed when
it operates as torque increase and speed increase. The requirements are when either the
inner pole pair or outer pole pair is set stationary while the pole piece component act as
rotors. The structure and working principle of the motor are introduced in detail. The
torque performance from the simulation was compared and discussed. JMAG Designer
version 16.0 was used for this study. The study is meant to assess the MG performance in
different conditions, based on torque behavior, torque ripple, torque density and power
delivery.

2. RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

2.1 Working Principle of CMG

The relationship between inner pole pair ph, outer pole pair pl, and the number of modulating
pole piece ns can be written as

�� = �ℎ + �� (1)

The FMP creates space harmonic flux density at the inner and outer air gap. The rotational
velocity flux density harmonic produced by the inner rotor is given by

�� =
�ℎ

�ℎ−��
�ℎ (2)

where �� is the rotational velocity of the flux density space harmonic of the outer pole pair and
�ℎ is the rotational velocity of the inner rotor. Then the gear ratio �� is written as
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�� =
�ℎ
��
= − ��

�ℎ
(3)

The negative sign indicates that both pole pair rotates in a different direction. This gear ratio
holds for the condition where the FMP remains stationary, �� = 0 . If each term in (1) is
multiplied by its respective rotational velocity, the fundamental equation to determine the gear
ratio according to each condition is

���� +�ℎ�ℎ = ���� (4)

Hence, the gear ratio when the inner pole pair is held stationary and when the outer pole pair is
held stationary can be expressed as

�� =
��
��
= ��

��
,�ℎ = 0 (5)

�� =
�ℎ
��
= ��

�ℎ
,�� = 0 (6)

Equation (5) and (6) present the magnetic gear having a reluctance type outer rotor, which has
an inherent firm structure [19]. The positive sign indicates that both pole pair rotates in the
same direction. The input and output torques of the gear are equivalent to the inner and outer
rotor torque. When the inner pole pair is set to stationary, the pole piece becomes the new inner
rotor, and the outer pole pair remains as an outer rotor. Equation (5) is rewritten as

����� = ��
��
= ��

��
,�ℎ = 0 (7)

Another important characteristic in gear ratio selection is that for gear to function as torque
increaser gear, ph > plwhile for speed increaser, ph < pl [20-21].

2.2 Simulation Configuration

Two main structures are constructed using JMAG to demonstrate the condition mentioned earlier.
Designer 16.0. Each design represents torque increaser type gear where ph > pl and speed
increaser type gear where ph < pl. The condition for each type is set according to the equation
given in (3), (6), and (7). The torque waveform, average torque, power density, and torque ripple
were evaluated for each setup. Table 1 displays the design specification of the CMG used in the
simulation. Figure 3(a) and (b), on the other hand, illustrate the structure used in this study. The
material selected for PM is Neodymium Iron boron (NdFeb) with a remanence of 1.2T, whilst the
material chosen for the inner yoke, outer yoke, and modulating pole piece is NSSMC 35H210 with
amaximum flux density of 1.7T.
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(a) when ph < pl (b) when ph > pl

Figure 3. Structure of flux modulation concentric magnetic gear, (a)when ph < pl and (b)when ph > pl.

Table 1. Specification of Concentric MG used in the simulation

Parameters ph > pl ph < pl

Inner pole pair, ph 4 22

Outer pole pair, pl 22 4

Pole piece, np 26 26

Inner air gap 1mm 1mm

Outer air gap 0.5mm 0.5mm

Overall diameter 180mm 180mm

Stack length 30mm 30mm

Gear ratio eq. (3) 5.50 0.18

Gear ratio eq. (5.1) 0.846 0.15

Gear ratio eq. (6) 6.50 1.18

Volume 6.2 x 10-4m3

In the transient magnetic analysis, the rotor is set to rotate based on the gear ratio for each
condition shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Rotor rotation setting based on conditions

Condition/Structure ph > pl ph < pl

Rotation (rpm)
�� =0

inner rotor 1100 200

outer rotor 200 1100

�ℎ = 0

inner rotor 1100 200

outer rotor 1300 1300
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�� = 0

inner rotor 1300 1100

outer rotor 200 1300

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The rotors rotation direction is opposite to each other in (3). The simulation is set for ¼ period
or 90o. Figure 3(a) to Figure 3(c) shows the torque waveform according to the torque increaser
condition. Figure 4(a) to Figure 4(c) shows the torque waveform according to the speed
increaser condition.

In Figure 4(a), Figure 4(c), Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(c), the inner rotor torque is always in the
negative region. In this simulation, negative torque means that the external force of that value is
required to move the inner rotor. The positive torque is the torque developed from the
interaction and alignment of the magnetic poles of the pl, ph, and np. Contrary to the above
condition, the torque waveforms in Figure 4(b) and Figure 5(b) at the inner rotor was positive
while the outer rotor was opposing. It is because the pole piece delivered the outer rotor torque.
Figure 5(a) produces the trending of inner rotor torque. At a more extended period, the torque
may reach zero and stall. Similar behavior was also discovered in the previous publication [22].
Table 3 summarizes the result of all the conditions.

(a) Speed 1100:200 (b) Speed 1100:1300

(c) Speed 1300:200
Figure 4(a)-(c). Torque waveform simulated on torque increaser gear design according to the

condition in Table 2.
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(a) Speed 200:1100 (b) Speed 200:1300

(c) Speed 1100:1300
Figure 5(a)-(c). Torque waveform simulated on speed increaser gear design according to the condition

in Table 2.

Table 3. Simulation result torque analysis in 6 conditions.

Average Torque (N.m) Torque ripple (%)

Power
(kW)

Power
density
(kW/m3)

Gear
ratioStructure Condition Inner rotor Outer

rotor
Inner
rotor

Outer
rotor

ph > pl

wp =0 16.40 89.53 15.72 1.52 18 3021 5.50

wh=0 105.53 89.38 12.72 14.14 116 19610 0.84

wl=0 16.38 105.53 12.59 11.10 21 3561 6.50

ph < pl

wp =0 71.66 13.01 6.48 27.58 14 2415 0.18

wh=0 86.48 13.30 7.61 47.06 17 2917 0.15

wl=0 73.11 86.41 3.82 8.29 95 16040 1.18

The highest average outer torque of 105.53N.m and 86.41N.m were produced when wl=0 for
ph > pl and ph < pl structure. It occurs when the pole piece act as the outer rotor. The smallest
torque, on the other hand, ripple at the outer rotor of 1.52% occurs when wp =0 for ph > pl
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structure. In ph < pl, the smallest torque ripple happens when wl=0. The highest power density
of 19610kW/m3 was produced when wh=0 for ph > pl, but for ph < pl, it occurred when wl=0. The
primary variable in power density calculation is the rotational speed, which is why the smallest
gear ratio in ph > pl and the most significant gear ratio in ph < pl has the highest power density in
each structure. The highest gear ratio of “6.5” was when wl=0 in ph > pl. The smallest gear ratio,
“0.15”, indicates a speed increaser gear. The gear ratio also changed in both structures as the
condition change. An initially torque increaser MG structure ph > pl became speed increaser gear
when wh=0, while the initially speed increaser gear structure will be changed to torque
increaser when wl=0. Overall, the finite element result conforms to the gear ratio calculated at
different condition, which was initially presented in equation (3), (6), and (7) except for ph < pl
when wp =0 that is CMG can be designed in an alternative condition which produces a steady-
state torque at different gear ratio. The validity of this condition will have to be verified through
fabrication and lab testing in the future.

4. CONCLUSION

Concentric magnetic gear can produce additional two conditions that yield two gear ratios from
the same structure. This paper explores different possible situations that can be tested on this
structure when ph < pl. Three conditions were proposed and discussed. Two structures were
designed and evaluated using a finite element. The result concludes that:
When ph > pl, CMG can produce a lower torque ripple, higher average torque, higher gear ratio
and higher power density than on the structure when ph < pl. This result proves that CMG works
better when ph > pl. This finding also indicates that CMG cannot operate as a speed increaser
when ph < pl at wp =0. This paper also concludes that five working conditions can be used on
CMG topology to produce different gear ratio.
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